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Fun pick-me-ups for everyday use. There are therefore many pages in this tiny notebook that you
get them at a great value..Yes, the notes are a small difficult to tear out, but I really like these. What
even more do people want? Whatever your dogma, it takes merely a little light to break the
darkness.Little items of inspirations could make the difference between a bad day and an excellent
time. Hang some up for yourself, give them to family and to friends. great pick-me-ups for adults I
purchased this with my jr. :) Really specific notes I thought these will be a little more generic notes.
Very useful for folding it into itself or departing on car windshields! That it would have worked better
without theThe binding of this reserve and the sticky character of post it notes makes it hard to tear
the notes out basically.I wanted some tear-out nice notes to put in kids' lunches. I found a whole lot
of "cards" and pictures, often repetitive in a single product and on average, 33 pieces,
approximately one fourth of the quantity here. I got heard the book was difficult to use. That the
sticky notice part is a problem.It gives you an excuse to take into account someone else and give
them a pick me up in a great method.Imagine trying to pull out a post it be aware from the center
of its stack, that's bound at the top.... Fun idea!Keep them for strangers in typically used places
instead of "pass it in/ pay it forwards/ random acts of kindness".! User friendly. The images and
words are cheerful and bright, and it was fun for children to receive them, stick them on random
desks or the wall structure, etc...not to mention grabbed with sticky hands or gooped about and
needed a wet wipe! All while safeguarding the pages inside that stay firmly, securely attached
secure from wear. The colors, range and whimsy are amazing. Since they usually do not all suit
one genre I am forced to spread the like over a broader group of people. There are therefore many
available for me I have to spread the like over a broader group! Low quality. Doesn't adhere well.
Enjoying these astonishing people! I was expecting some more "generic" notes (for coworkers, to
stick in a many thanks note, etc but a lot of them are sort of irrelevant and some are simply
strange. Disappointed in this. For the cost, it should certainly at least adhere as well as even the
generic kind of sticky notes...! Awesome Awesome Gift A gift for new mom Spread happiness!.!! I
love leaving these notes for friends, packing them in with lunches for my children or leave for my
husband. I could not use every one of them, specially the ones mentioning wine or content hour, so
it is worth noting these are for adults. Ours is normally at the top of our fridge and easily had a
nickel for each time it fell or knocked down. high students at heart when we had a "you matter"
week. While I did not see them as hard to tear out as some reviewers, I did so tear some while
eliminating them, and a few didn't stick well. You need to flip through them to find appropriate
sayings .. Why oh why would this be advertised as a sticky . You have to flip through them to find
appropriate sayings. The last notepad I got, you could simply flip to following one and may use in
virtually any situation. Looked extremely tacky....!You may use them with wild abandon and very little
concern for price...!.the sticky notes are very difficult to peel off. It says "sticky notes" but they're not
even sticky. Cute Idea. I simply threw them away after a couple of days. I ripped every not I took
off. ... It says "sticky notes" but they're not even sticky. I'm actually bummed. It's essentially a bunch
of sayings in a reserve form.And hard cover! Utilized these for a project within my college for
national random acts of kindness week...we left them all around campus for folks to see, or offered
them away anonymously. I also use them throughout the house with my bf and his child. I think
they're a fun idea anywhere you want to pass on a smile.The sticky on them is decent, they stick
best on glass or clean smooth surfaces. Cute notes to create anyone's day! I like the colors and
the little themes. The hard cover folds straight down sweetly and takes wear nicely. Just pick the
note you're wishing to keep, tear at the perforation and just like a post-it-note, you can place it on
most anything! It's always nice to bless someone with a smile which is a brilliant easy, convenient
method to do it! And they're sticky topped. They are pretty specific and therefore won't get used.



Why oh why would this be advertised as a sticky note option when the staples go completely the
sticky component and you can't use it unless you take the complete book apart?.! Neat idea!!
These don't stay, and are extremely difficult to peel aside.! But. They are fun sticky notes to leave in
lunchboxes These are fun sticky notes to leave in lunchboxes, windshields, and for all of us
teachers-- leave a couple of in close friends' mailboxes at school! Three Stars Hard to peel off
which is frustrating Five Stars great
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